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The Cryx are the servants of 
a draconic deity hellbent on 
subjugation of the living 
peoples of the Iron 
Kingdoms.  They know 
nothing of Sigmar or his 
crusade for the Mortal 
Realms.  They seek only to 
unify mankind in death 
under the Dragonlord Toruk.

At first a trickle, the denizens 
of the Iron Kingdoms are 
becoming aware of the 
Realms around them.  
Ancient Realmgates are 
stirring from their slumber. 
The war machines of 
Chamon have been dragged 
into Sigmar’s war against the 
Gods of Chaos.

This is Steam Powered 
combat in the Age of 
Sigmar!

n the edge of 
Ghur and

Chamon sit the Iron 
Kingdoms, where man 
and machine make war 
as one.

O



Battle Traits
Armies with the Cryx allegiance have the 
following abilities. 

Focus:  Warcasters focus their magical 
abilities into the warjacks in their 
battlegroup to serve as their general and 
facilitator.  While a warjack can operate 
by itself to follow through on simplistic 
commands, it is much more effective in 
the presence of a highly trained 
warcaster.

During your hero phase, remove any 
Focus points from models in your army.  
Then, gain D6 Focus points and distribute 
them among the Warcasters in your 
army, and Warjacks that are within 12” 
of a Warcaster from your army.  You 
may spend a Focus point at any time to 
re-roll a single roll to Hit, Wound, Run, or 
Save rolled for it.

  
Soul Cages: Cryxian warcasters trap their 
enemies souls in Soul Cages that they 
then can use to provide additional power 
to their warjacks.

Whenever an enemy model is slain within 
12” of a friendly Cryx Warcaster, gain a 
Soul token.  During your hero phase when 
you gain Focus points, you may spend any 
number of Soul tokens to gain that many 
additional Focus points.

  
Power Attacks:  Once per turn, during the 
combat phase, a Warjack unit can spend 
one Focus point to gain a Power Attack 
ability from the list below.

Corrosion – Improve the Rend attribute 
of your Warjack‘s melee weapons by 1 
until the end of the turn.

Flurry – After this Warjack unit piles in 
and attacks, choose one model from the 
unit to pile in and attack again.

Slam – If your Warjack charged this turn, 
choose an enemy unit consisting of no 
more than one model and within ½” and 
push it up to 2D6” in a straight line in any 
direction. If the model passes through 
any models during this movement, those 
models each suffers 1 mortal wound.  A 
Warjack cannot Slam a model that has a 
higher Wounds characteristic than itself.
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Command Traits
In addition to their command abilities, 
the general of a Cryx army can have a 
command trait from the list below.  Pick 
the trait that best suits your general’s 
personality.  Alternatively, you can roll a 
dice to randomly determine a trait.  If, for 
any reason, you must select a new 
general during a battle, immediately 
generate a trait for them.

D6 Command Trait
1 Unholy Vitality: The general’s flesh 

knits together as it is cut.

Add 1 to the general’s Wounds.

2 Iceblood: Freezing blood runs in the 
general’s veins, chilling enemies 
nearby.

Enemy units cannot make retreat 
moves while they are within 3” of the 
general.
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D6 Command Trait
3 Soul Drinker: Soul energy fuels the 

general’s wizardry.

When the general casts a spell, 
before making the casting roll, you 
may spend a Soul token to add 1 to 
the casting roll.

4 Salvager: A resourceful warrior can 
make much use of defeated and 
broken warjacks.

Whenever a Warjack is slain within 
12” of the general, this model heals 
D3 wounds.

D6 Command Trait
5 Deathless Leader: The general is a 

locus of necromantic energy.

Roll a dice each time you allocate a 
wound or mortal wound to a friendly 
Death unit within 12” of your 
general.  On a 6+, the wound is 
negated.

6 Deathly Invocation: Trained in the art 
of necromancy, the general can 
summon hordes to the battlefield.

At the start of your hero phase, pick 
up to 3 different friendly 
Summonable units within 12” of this 
model.  You can heal D3 wounds that 
have been allocated to each unit (roll 
separately).  If no wounds are 
currently allocated, you may instead 
return a number of slain models to it 
that have a combined Wounds 
characteristic equal to or less than the 
roll.
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Necrotech Artefacts
One Cryx Hero may be given one of the 
following Artefacts.

D6 Artefact
1 Soulreaper Blade: This jagged 

obsidian blade is designed to attack 
not only flesh and bone, but also the 
soul.

Whenever an enemy model is slain by 
the bearer of the Soulreaper Blade, 
gain an additional Soul token.

2 Wraithcloak: Wearing the preserved 
robes of a slain wraith allows some 
weapons to pass through the wearer, 
shielding them from harm.

Ignore the Rend characteristic of 
weapons when making save rolls for 
the bearer.

D6 Artefact
3 Stitched Wings:  These enchanted 

wings are stitched together from the 
flesh of the fallen.

 
The bearer has the ability to Fly.

4 Soul Chimneys: Soul chimneys belch 
forth toxic fumes distilled from the 
spirits of the dead.

During your hero phase, you may 
spend any number of Soul tokens to 
roll that many dice.  For each roll of 
4+, choose an enemy unit within 6”.  
That unit suffers a mortal wound.

D6 Artefact
5 Deathmask: This cursed helm is 

sculpted into a horrific visage that 
shakes enemies to their very core.

Your opponent(s) cannot target 
enemy units within 6” of the bearer 
with Command abilities.

6 Toruk’s Staff: This staff was 
consecrated by the Dragonfather, 
making it very powerful, but also 
dangerous to wield.

Add 2 to the bearer’s casting rolls.  
When making a casting roll, for each 
die that rolls an unmodified 1, the 
bearer suffers a mortal wound.



Lore of the Dragon
Each Cryx Wizard in a Cryx army 
knows one additional spell chosen from 
the Lore of the Dragon.  Pick one that 
best matches the background of your 
wizard.  Alternatively, you can roll a dice 
to randomly determine which extra spell 
is known to the wizard.

Note that each Wizard model in an 
Cryx army can know a different spell.  If 
you prefer, you can instead generate (pick 
or roll) one spell that will be known by all 
your Cryx Wizards.

D6 Psychic Power
1 Ghost Walk
2 Occultation
3 Blood Rain
4 Soul Harvester
5 Backlash
6 Icy Grip

1 Ghost Walk
Ghost Walk has a casting value of 4.  If 
successfully cast, choose a friendly Cryx 
unit wholly within 18”.  The chosen unit 
has the ability to fly until the end of the 
turn.

2 Occultation
Occultation has a casting value of 7.  If 
successfully cast, choose a friendly unit 
wholly within 18”, that unit cannot be 
targeted with missile weapon attacks 
until your next hero phase.

3 Blood Rain
Blood Rain has a casting value of 9.  If 
successfully cast, roll a dice for each unit 
within 12”.  On a 3+, the unit being rolled 
for suffers D3 mortal wounds.  Death 
units heal D3 wounds instead.

4 Soul Harvester
Soul Harvester has a casting value of 7.  If 
successfully cast, choose an enemy Hero 
model within 18” of the caster.  The 
chosen Hero suffers D3 mortal wounds, 
and you gain that many Soul tokens.

5 Backlash
Backlash  has a casting value of 5.  If 
successfully cast, choose an enemy 
Warjack unit within 18”.  Until your next 
hero phase, whenever the chosen unit 
suffers a wound or mortal wound, roll a 
dice.  On a 4+, the nearest enemy 
Warcaster to that Warjack unit suffers a 
mortal wound..

6 Icy Grip
Icy Grip has a casting value of 4.  If 
successfully cast, choose an enemy unit 
within 18”.  The chosen unit subtracts 1 
from its Move characteristic and from run 
and charge rolls until your next hero 
phase.
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Melee Weapons Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage
Necrotic Glaive 2” 4 3+ 3+ -1 D3

5”
6 4+
10

Keywords     Death, Cryx, Warcaster, Wizard, Hero, Lich Lord

Description
A Lich Lord is a single model equipped 
with a Necrotic Glaive.

Abilities
Necrotic Glaive: For each hit roll of 5+ 
with the Necrotic Glaive, make an 
additional attack against the same target 
(the bonus attacks do not benefit from 
this ability).

 
Warcaster Armour: Whenever this model 
would suffer a wound or mortal wound, 
roll a dice.  On a 5+ the wound is ignored.

Command Ability
Consuming Blight: You may use this 
ability in your hero phase.  If you do, roll a 
dice for each enemy unit within 12”.  On a 
4+, the unit being rolled for suffers D3 
mortal wounds.

Magic
A Lich Lord is a Wizard.  They can 
attempt to cast one spell in each of your 
hero phases, and attempt to unbind one 
spell in each enemy hero phase.  They 
know the Arcane Bolt, Mystic Shield, and 
Iron Blight spells.

Iron Blight
Iron Blight has a casting value of 7.  If Iron 
Blight is successfully cast, choose  an 
enemy unit that is within 18” and visible 
to the caster.  The chosen unit subtracts 1 
from its Save rolls until your next hero 
phase.

Lich Lord
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Melee Weapons Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage
Witch’s Stave 2” 4 4+ 3+ -1 D3

Mechanika Claws 1” 6 3+ 3+ - 1

6”
5 4+
10

Keywords     Death, Cryx, Warcaster, Wizard, Hero, War Witch

Description
A War Witch is a single model armed with 
either a Witch’s Stave or Mechanika 
Claws.

Abilities
Dark Shroud: Enemy models within 3” of 
a one or more units with this ability 
subtract 1 from their Save rolls.

Witch Barbs: Each time you make a save 
roll of 6+ during the combat phase, the 
attacker suffers 1 mortal wound.

Warcaster Armour: Whenever this model 
would suffer a wound or mortal wound, 
roll a dice.  On a 5+ the wound is ignored.

 
Mechanika Claws: Add 1 to Wound rolls 
made against Warjacks with Mechanika 
Claws.

Repair: During your hero phase, if this 
model is equipped with Mechanika 
Claws, choose a friendly Cryx Warjack 
within 3”.  That model heals D3 wounds.

Command Ability
The Withering: You may use this ability in 
your hero phase. If you do, choose an 
enemy unit within 12”.  The chosen unit 
subtracts 1 from its Move, Save, and 
Bravery characteristics until your next 
hero phase.

Magic
A War Witch is a Wizard.  They can 
attempt to cast one spell in each of your 
hero phases, and attempt to unbind one 
spell in each enemy hero phase.  They 
know the Arcane Bolt, Mystic Shield, and 
Hellwrought spells.

Hellwrought
Hellwrought has a casting value of 7.  If 
Hellwrought is successfully cast, choose  a 
Cryx Warjack from your army that is 
within 18” and visible to the caster.  The 
chosen model can pile in and attack twice 
during the combat phase this turn.

War Witch
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Missile Weapons Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage
Hand Cannon 12” 2 3+ 3+ -1 3

Harpoon 8” 1 4+ 3+ -1 D6
Melee Weapons Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage
Corsair’s Blades 1” 3 3+ 3+ - 2

7”
5 5+
10

Keywords     Death, Cryx, Warcaster, Wizard, Hero, Broken Coast Corsair

Description
A Broken Coast Corsair is a single model 
equipped with Corsair’s Blades, and 
either a Hand Cannon or Harpoon.

Abilities
Harpoon: When the Harpoon hits and 
wounds, if the unit is a single mode, its 
controller moves it until it is within 1” of 
this model if possible.

 
Warcaster Armour: Whenever this model 
would suffer a wound or mortal wound, 
roll a dice.  On a 5+ the wound is ignored.

Command Ability
Blood Magic: You may use this ability in 
your hero phase. If you do, choose a 
Cryx unit from your army within 12”.  
That unit adds 1 to its hit, wound, and 
save rolls until the end of the turn.  At the 
end of your turn, if it has not slain any 
enemy models, it suffers D3 mortal 
wounds.

Magic
A Broken Coast Corsair is a Wizard.  They 
can attempt to cast one spell in each of 
your hero phases, and attempt to unbind 
one spell in each enemy hero phase.  
They know the Arcane Bolt, Mystic Shield, 
and Dark Tide spells.

Dark Tide
Dark Wave has a casting value of 6.  If 
Dark Wave is successfully cast, choose a 
friendly Cryx unit wholly within 12” that 
is not within 3” of any enemy models.  
That unit can immediately move up to 
2D6”.  This movement cannot take it 
within 3” of an enemy unit.

Broken Coast Corsair
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Melee Weapons Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage
Vise Claw 2” 3 3+ 3+ - D3

5”
5 5+
10

Keywords     Death, Cryx, Hero, Necrotech

Description
A Necrotech is a single model equipped 
with a Vise Claw.

Abilities
Salvage: Whenever a Warjack is slain 
within 12” of the Necrotech, this model 
gains D3 Scrap tokens.

Repair:  During your hero phase, you may 
spend a Scrap token to heal 1 wound 
from itself or from a Cryx Warjack 
within 6”.  You may do this any number of 
times during your hero phase.

Undead Minions: Before you allocate a 
wound or mortal wound to this model, 
you can pick a friendly Summonable unit 
within 3” of this model and roll a dice.  
On a 4+ the wound or mortal wound is 
allocated to that unit instead.

Command Ability
Summon Scrap Thralls: You may use this 
ability in your hero phase. If you do, this 
model may spend any number of Scrap 
tokens and summon that many 
Mechanithralls.  These Mechanithralls 
can be added to a friendly unit of 
Mechanithralls that is within 6”, or can be 
used to create a new unit of 
Mechanithralls wholly within 6”.

Necrotech
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Keywords     Death, Cryx, Warjack, Bonejacks

Description
A unit of Bonejacks has any number of 
models that fight using their Gnashing 
Mandibles.

Defiler Bonejacks
Models in this unit can be Defilers.  A 
Defiler is equipped with a Corrosion 
Cannon and Bony Mandibles instead of 
their other equipment.

Abilities 
Sludge Cannon:  ach time you roll an 
unmodified 6 to hit with Sludge Cannon, 
the target suffers 1 mortal wound in 
addition to any other damage.

Gnashing Mandible:  Each time you roll 
an unmodified 6 to hit with Gnashing 
Mandibles, that hit roll inflicts D6 hits 
instead of 1.

 
Arc Node: When a Wizard from your 
army casts a spell while within 12” of this 
model, you may measure that spell’s 
range and line of sight as though a model 
in this unit were the caster.  If you do, the 
enemy may attempt to unbind the spell if 
their Wizard is within 18” and line of 
sight of either this model or of the 
Wizard casting the spell.

Bonejacks
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Missile Weapons Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage
Sludge Cannon 6” 3 5+ 3+ -1 1

Melee Weapons Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage
Gnashing Mandibles 1” 3 3+ 3+ - 1

Bony Mandibles 1” 3 3+ 3+ - 1

7”
3 4+
10



Keywords     Death, Cryx, Warjack, Slayer Helljacks

Description
A unit of Slayer Helljacks consists of any 
number of models, each equipped with a 
pair of Death Claws.

Inflictor Helljacks
Models in this unit can be Inflictors.  
Inflictors are equipped with a Wicked 
Talon and Shield Claw instead of their 
other equipment.

Reaper Helljacks
Models in this unit can be Reapers.  
Reapers are equipped with a Harpoon 
and Wicked Talon instead of their other 
equipment.

Abilities 
Counter-charge: At the end of the enemy 
charge phase, this unit may attempt a 
charge.

Harpoon: When the Harpoon hits and 
wounds, if the unit is a single mode, its 
controller moves it until it is within 1” of 
the Helljack if possible.

 
Tusk Charge: After this unit finishes a 
charge move,  roll a dice for each model 
in the unit, for each 4+ one enemy unit 
within 2” of the model being rolled for 
suffers a mortal wound.

Shield Claw: When a model with a Shield 
Claw makes a successful Save roll during 
the combat phase, the attacker takes a 
save.  If the save is failed, they suffer a 
wound.

Slayer Helljacks
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Missile Weapons Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage
Harpoon 8” 1 4+ 3+ -1 D3

Melee Weapons Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage
Death Claws 1” 5 3+ 3+ - 2
Wicked Talon 2” 6 3+ 3+ -1 1

6”
6 4+
10



Keywords     Death, Cryx, Warjack, Helljacks

Description
A Leviathan Helljack is a single model 
equipped with a Corrosion Cannon and 
Leviathan Claw.

Desecrator Helljacks
Models in this unit can be Desecrators.  A 
Desecrator is equipped with a Bonesaw 
and Corrosion Cannon instead of its other 
equipment.

Kharybdis Helljacks
Models in this unit can be Kharybdis.  A 
Kharybdis fights using Flailing Tendrils 
instead of its other equipment.

Abilities 
Triped: Add 1 to this unit’s run and 
charge rolls.

Corrosion Cannon: When an enemy 
suffers an unsaved wound from the 
Corrosion Cannon, subtract 1 from its 
save rolls until your next hero phase.

 
Black Ink: Before this unit makes a retreat 
move, for each Kharybdis in the unit, one 
enemy unit within 3” of that Kharybdis 
suffers D3 mortal wounds.

Leviathan Helljacks
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Missile Weapons Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage
Corrosion Cannon 12” 1 4+ 3+ -3 2
Melee Weapons Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage
Leviathan Claw 1” 4 3+ 3+ - 2

Bonesaw 1” 7 4+ 4+ - 2
Flailing Tendrils 2” 2D6 3+ 3+ - 1

6”
6 4+
10



Keywords     Death, Deadwalker, Cryx, Summonable, Mechanithralls

Description
A unit of Mechanithralls consists of 10 or 
more models  equipped with either 
Steamfists, or Bile Cannons and Rancid 
Teeth.

Brute Thralls
For every ten models in this unit, one can 
be a Brute Thrall.  A Brute Thrall is 
equipped with Heavy Steamfists instead 
of its other equipment.

Abilities
Living Bombs:  When a Mechanithrall is 
slain, roll a dice.  On a roll of 5, it 
explodes inflicting 1 mortal wound on an 
enemy unit within 3”.

Bile Cannon: When you hit with an Bile 
Cannon, the target suffers 1 mortal 
wound.

Mechanithralls
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Missile Weapons Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage
Bile Cannon 8” 1 5+ -   -   -   Special   -   -   -

Melee Weapons Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage
Steamfists 1” 2 5+ 5+ -1 1

Heavy Steamfists 1” 2 3+ 3+ -1 1
Rancid Teeth 1” 1 5+ 5+ - 1

4”
1 6+
10



Melee Weapons Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage
Bane Axe 1” 2 3+ 4+ -1 1

Bane Lance 2” 2 3+ 3+ - 1

Keywords     Death, Cryx, Summonable, Bane Warriors

Description
A unit of Bane Warriors consists of 5 or 
more models that fight in combat with 
brutal Bane Axes or Bane Lances and 
Crypt Shields.

Fly
This unit can Fly.

Captain
This unit is led by a Captain.  The Captain 
makes an additional attack with its melee 
weapon.

Abilities
Dark Shroud: Enemy models within 3” of 
a one or more units with this ability 
subtract 1 from their Save rolls.

Crypt Shields:  Add 1 to save rolls for a 
unit carrying Crypt Shields against attacks 
that have a Rend characteristic of ‘-’.

Bane Warriors
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4”
2 4+
10



Missile Weapons Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage
Magelock Pistols 8” 2 4+ 4+ - 1
Melee Weapons Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage

Satyxis Horns 1” 1 5+ 4+ - 1
Lacerator 2” 1 4+ 4+ - 1

Blood Razor 1” 1 4+ 4+ - 1

Keywords     Death, Satyxis, Cryx, Satyxis Raiders

Description
A unit of Satyxis raiders consists of 10 or 
more models.  They fight in combat with 
their Satyxis Horns, and can be equipped 
with either Magelock Pistols, Lacerators, 
or Blood Razors.

Sea Witch
This unit may be led by a Sea Witch.  
During your movement phase, if the unit 
includes a Sea Witch, roll a dice and add 
the result to the Satyxis Raiders’ Move 
characteristic for the remainder of the 
turn.

Abilities
Magelock Pistols: Re-roll failed rolls to hit 
against Wizards and units with Focus on 
them.

Lacerator: For each unsaved wound an 
enemy Warjack suffers from a Lacerator, 
roll a dice.  On a roll of 4+, one enemy 
Warcaster within 12” of the Warjack 
suffers a mortal wound.

Satyxis Raiders
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5”
1 6+
10

 
Blood Razor: When an enemy unit suffers 
an unsaved wound from Blood Razors, it 
cannot heal wounds or return slain 
models until your next hero phase.
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Cryx Unit Size
Unit Min Max Points Battlefield Role Notes
Lich Lord 1 1 160 Leader
War Witch 1 1 140 Leader
Broken Coast Corsair 1 1 140 Leader
Necrotech 1 1 80 Leader

Bonejacks 1 5 40
Battleline if army has Cryx 

allegiance.

Helljack Slayers 1 3 120
Battleline if army has Cryx 

allegiance.

Helljack Leviathans 1 3 120
Battleline if army has Cryx 

allegiance.
Mechanithralls 10 30 40
Bane Warriors 5 20 160
Satyxis Raiders 5 20 100


